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in progress- which will be a good way
to get to know the group members. I will also
be invited to give an artist talk, presenting some
of the projects I have embarked upon.

Throughout this degree I have learnt that being
a curator is fundamental as an artist, to take into
I have been liaising with the founder and
account how my own work will be presented
director of the open art studio, Eileen Ford,
to the public, considering how they will access
and a life model, Richard Terry. Once the
my work. During the pandemic galleries have
group has been able to meet and reestablish
had to shut, and art is mainly experienced via
themselves the current plan is to run some life
a screen on digital platforms. I have learnt the
drawing workshops. My intention is to show
importance of engaging with some of these,
that art can be about the process, not so much
using social media has meant my art has been
about the final outcomes. The model will be
accessible to a wider audience- but one needs
dynamic, using movement as a warm up. Scale
to consider if the experience is as effective if
will be considered, perhaps working on large
the work is not digital in the first place. I have
rolls of paper, zooming in to body parts and
been testing this idea by sharing photographs
using expressive arts. This links to my current
of my work, documenting works in progress
and final pieces. Over the last few years I have practical project, in that it is about using art as a
therapeutic process.
experienced that my house is actually my own
studio and gallery, with a table set up in the
lounge, books to read and a good supply of
art materials- including everyday objects. My
intention has been to individualise my house by
adding art on the walls and on the glass above
the internal doors. My concept is to share
photographs and videos of my house, giving
virtual guided tours to explain some of what is
around the house.
My main focus will be achieved as an educator,
with two different volunteer opportunities to
pursue. The time spent at both places will offer
invaluable experience to myself in order that I
can prepare myself as an art therapist.
A local charity, called Wendy’s Arts and Crafts,
offers a daily art group for adults with learning
disabilities, which enables the clients to gain some
autonomy and structure to their day. It has a
relaxed atmosphere, the artists attending can do
what they feel like, even if it means just sitting
with a hot drink. My main role so far has been
to listen to the group members and to help them
achieve what they want to. Some of the items are
sold to help keep the project running, as well as
other funding being provided.
The second opportunity is with a local project,
called Cognivity , offering a unique opportunity
to adults who suffer from mental health problems
to produce art in a friendly art studio. I have been
asked to take photographs of the artists’ works
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Artist Statement

CV:
Exhibitions

test_space at Karst. (May 2020), with I Can See You, but You Can’t See Me
Art Booty at the Clipper, 24 March 2019.
The One Night Stand, May 2015, Plymouth College of Art Regent Street.
Untitled Art Show at Regent Street, Plymouth College of Art. (May 2014).
British Art Show at Plymouth Methodist Central Hall. (2011).

The fundamental concept at the heart of Ruth Brown’s art practice is based upon
the preservation of memories, both individually and collectively. The process of
making is an important and cathartic experience, often a catalyst for her use of
material processes and installation. The artist works within a wide range of media,
such as textiles, photographs and performances to share her voice through the use of
everyday objects, which are of personal significance.
Her work delves into her own past, often focusing on loss as a narrative. The use of
art as therapy is a core part of Brown’s work.
Professional Curriculum Vitae
Current work experience:
Care assistant at Wendy’s Arts and Crafts (for adults with learning disabilities).
Creative Assistant at Cognivity
Year 3 Fine Art Student at Plymouth College of Art
Work Experience:

Work in Progress, Table and Gran’s Possessions laid out, 2021.
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From- To
Organisation
Job Role
2019-2020
The Dove Project
Volunteer Support Facilitator
January 2003-January 2005
Frogmore Montessori Nursery
Nursery Care Assistant
January 2001- March 2001
Downham Special School
Volunteer Classroom Assistant
February 1997-June 1999
Downham Special School
Volunteer Classroom Assistant
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Volunteer Work

Interview on the 1st December 2020 with the founder of an open studio project in Plymouth,
called Cognitivity, her own word The founder is Eileen Ford, who is an artist, mentor and life
coach.
Q: What were your visions for the project before it was opened to members?
A: Visions and hopes was that people could work on a project or self-directed piece of work
for longer than one session, because often there are plenty of groups that do arts or crafts or art
groups and I didn’t want that, I wanted a space where people could work on their work, go back
to it and take it out.

For the present time and the next year I will be volunteering to help at Cognivity, founded by
Eileen Ford. Her aim is to help individuals move away from focusing ont their own mental
health, and to use art as a form of mindfullness and expression. I attended Cognivity myself
before embarking on my degree, my confidence was most definitly bootsted. I am looking
forward to working with people from the community of Plymouth, to give something back to
an organisation that has had a big part in where I am positioned today. Eileen’s project does
something that many places often fail at, to help the participating artists to realise that thier
identities are not simply as mental health patients, but as creative people who are an important
part of society. I went to visit on Thursday 22 April 2021, and am looking forward to finding
opportunities to help in some way. The experience will be invaluable if I decide to persue a
masters in 2022 in Art Psychotherapy. They require the applicant to have experience within the
last five years, as well as other previous experience. This opportunity to volunteer is also a good
and relevant if I choose another csreeer pathway. I can do counselling qualifications and then
use art as therapy, not psychotherapy. The opportunites that I am taking will help me to make a
clearer descision about how I want my future to look.

In an art therapy session very often work is hidden away, it’s put in a drawer and it’s kept away,
and I didn’t want that. I do not think a client’s work should be hidden or put away, so for me it
was really important that people could see their work again, take it out reflect on it and show it
if they wanted to. So the hope is that people are able to use the space to maintain their health
because as far as I am concerned that’s the amazing thing that creativity is able to do if people
are allowed to be creative without any pressure, without any formalisation they are going to
benefit from that time. So my hope and wishes is that people are maintaining their health and
re-establishing themselves in the community and getting out, meeting people, reengaging with
society, making friends again and feeling confident, building their self esteem and progressing in
what ever way they want to. And that means only going to one group once a week for ten years,
that’s fine.
Q: Did you have any anxieties about your open studios project?
A: “I don’t think I had any anxieties before I started the program, I started with 6 people which
quite quickly went up to about 30 and now it maintains at approximately anywhere between
15 and 20 people. The only anxieties would be brought about by individuals who didn’t
fully recognise the boundaries and the ground rules, so I’ve only been caused any anxiety by
individuals who have I don’t know what the word is – but they’ve crossed boundaries and caused
upset to other members, so in view of that quite early on I knew we needed some ground rules
which are very specific and are upheld quite strongly by me- there is no anxiety
With regards to the ground rules/ boundaries, the most important one is that nobody in the
studio discusses their diagnosis or mental health , illness backgrounds. Totally fine to discuss
that with me, and in fact when people first come they talk about it. I’m very happy to sit with
people and they can share something with me. But absolutely it is not acceptable to highlight
your illness or your diagnosis in the forum, because the point about the group is the use of
creativity in a way to zone out or zone in – whatever your way of looking at it is. At first they
may only enter that phase for 15 minutes or 30 minutes, but eventually people do find that they
can absorb and immerse themselves in their creative projects for an hour twon hours and then
continue things at home. And that is what we are aiming for, what I often say to people is you
know what your diagnosis is there when you leave the room and go outside it’s still waiting for
you. But here you don’t know if you are going to trigger someone else and sometimes it can
become a competition. My psychosis is worse than yours this is worse than any of yours. And
we don’t want that everybody that enters the studio is a creator, an artist or designer in their own
right, they are not a patient with a diagnosis.
Other grounds rules include being respectable, there is no high art or low art there is no good or
bad, it is a nurturing creative environment and um it’s a community and people are encouraged
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to broaden their community, to research to do what they need to nourish and ‘therapise’
themselves. Additionally there’s ordinary ground rules, like you clean up after yourself,
you know, it’s a team effort. We set up and take down the studio together um that’s it
really.”
Q: How do you think the project helps individuals who attend?
A: “I think what is provided is helpful in that we see really clearly the difference it
makes to peoples’ lives, for instance when people arrive they may be under a big team,
psychiatrists, psychologists, cpns, large doses of medication. Maybe extreme behaviours,
high security hospitals as well as police involvement, but slowly we see all this disappear.
It’s because people are able to maintain and to be part of something and enjoy it that a lot
of those support mechanism disappear, and they start developing their own strategies.
So some people have come from a year or two, others for ten years. This is not shocking
as long as someone is able to maintain their mental health in a fairly stable linear way,
as oppose to acute ups and downs, highs and lows. If people are able to maintain that,
that’s got to be better. The other thing to remember is if somebody has depression it’s not
necessarily going to go away, but you learn to cope and live with it and I think having a
community such as this it enables people to keep bobbing along. It saves lives, you know
better than finding yourself going backwards. Its not for everybody, sometimes people are
too sensitive and can’t bare certain questions or they struggle in the forum and they leave.
If they find they don’t want to stay quiet and they want to share their behaviours and their
thoughts they have to leave. It’s not for everybody but use it and benefit from it.
If someone turns up and they are in a state of crisis, I would say generally saying they don’t
turn up in a state of crisis as such, but what has happened is that somebody who has been
transitioning from a very safe place then started reusing drugs, they are catastrophically
knocked of balance and that has happened where someone has turned up on a couple of
occasions like that and I ve called the relevant community health worker responsible for
that person, who wasn’t a lot of help to tell you the truth. We have had some incidences
in the last ten years, people that definitely told it’s usually the drugs and alcohol that cause
the biggest issues to be honest. Its if someone is going through a really unstable time and
crisis they don’t present at the studio. But drugs and alcohol they have tried to and they
have absolutely ripped the foundations out of the group. Two people in particular. I must
honestly say that I would never turn anyone away from the programme but I’ve come to
the conclusion that people in recovery from alcohol it doesn’t work. It depends where
somebody is in their recovery, that demon comes out, so crisis I have a procedure to
follow, contacting relevant people. Honouree contract with Live well South West, so I can
access information about people.”
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Notes from volunteering
Week 1: I met some of the group today, who were receptive and seemed happy to have me
there. It is important that with their issues, they are comfortable around people, especially
as I am a volunteer. I spent the afternoon getting acquainted further with the group,
talking about their art projects and offering assistance if they wanted it in future. I spoke to
someone who was going for an interview for a Masters in Ceramics at Plymouth College of
Art. We discussed that she would be able to receive assistance and that it would be worth
her approaching the college’s financial advisors who could put her mind at ease. Eileen gave
me a chance to talk about an upcoming art retreat at Powderham Castle, a couple of people
seemed interested in being able to attend with me on Saturday 22 May 2021.
Week 2: I helped to set the chairs and tables out, the hall offers a big space. The group had
more members in attendance today, so that gave me a chance to get to know some more of
the artists. The afternoon went quickly, I spoke to a lady who wants me to use the jigsaw
for her mosaic project- so in the next session I will ask Eileen to set up the jigsaw with me.
Eileen gave a demonstration in wet felt making, so I watched as a refresher. I also modelled
for a group member who wants to gain more experience at portraiture, I was surprised at
how relaxing it was to sit still and focus on one point. 8 people are interested in attending
the Powderham retreat, so I am going to look at the mileage and other relevant planning. I
shall create a form to get full names and email addresses, then they can hear about other
opportunities and be accounted for by the organisers. Next week the hall is being used as a
polling station, so I will use that time to form an artist talk about my journey from the group
and the degree, to where I hope to go in the future as well. I have been allocated up to twenty
minutes to give a powerpoint presentation, which will be an exciting opportunity.
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Presentation notes for my artist talk at Cognivity:

I wanted to share my journey, through attending this group and my degree in Fine Art at
Plymouth College of Art. I first ‘discovered’ a love for art when I was 17 and had access
to an art room in a mental health unit. Little did I know that one day I would chase my
dreams of university, and not in psychology!
I applied to study as a mature student at Plymouth College, who turned me down for an
A level in art, as I failed my maths test and had no GCSE in art. I thought that was the
end of my hopes in progressing and hit a brick wall. However,.... Eileen gave me valuable
information that I could apply direct to PCA for a diploma to progress forwards. She
helped to coach me and encouraged the passion that I already had- helping me to learn
more about keeping sketchbooks and projects whilst attending this group. We worked
together on my portfolio, mainly water colour paintings and I was accepted for an
interview. The interviewer said I was too old for the diploma, but they ran a foundation
degree year called Level 0 that would be suitable and meaning I would carry on with a full
degree afterwards. So before I knew it, I was enrolled on an extended 4 year degree, being
offered the place and interview and meaning I was offered my place before filling in the
right forms. I used to think that my art was not ever good enough- but art is so subjectivewhat makes it good art.
I thought I would share some of the work I have done over the last few years. The
foundation year gave me lots to think about and learn, prepared me for what would be
expected over the rest of my time at the college- looking at different types of art and
learning new processes.
Year 1 I carried forward the use of projectors, having enjoyed using this in the level 0. I was
interested in the relationship between the urban and the rural- so I used the projections to
trace scenes that combined a part of both. I developed this further by thinking about my
anxieties regarding going out and how the city becomes like a sensory overload, showing
this by overlapping scenes from around city centre. This was my final piece in year 1, and
the first time my work was shown in an exhibition since being in the group.
Year 2, my most personal project was about the loss of my Gran. I had discovered that
Plymouth had a lot of memorials, often overlooked by the average passer-by. Beaumont
park has plaques all under the trees, some were hidden away by the overgrowth- which I
thought was sad. So I went around taking photos of these memorials- wanting to bring
peoples’ attention to them. Eventually I decided that I wanted to make one for my Gran,
but not a permanent one which would one day be ignored. I chose some leaves from Jenny
Cliff, a place I used to take my Gran on a regular basis. I used my Gran’s threads to sew a
memorial to her in one of these leaves, an ephemeral project that would fade away.
I was also fortunate to go to Venice in my second year, to see an exhibition held every
two years- the Venice Biennale. Each country had a space represented by artists, showing
current ideas and modern visual art. This showed me that art is about all our senses
becoming engaged in what is before us, and that the possibilities were endless when
making.
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I carried on with my painting and drawing in the holidays, with personal projects that I
thought I would share. This was my dog Rosie, and two portraits (my Gran and my then
partner). I wanted to keep my practice up and learn new skills.
Slides 11-12:

I needed to take a year of. I broke my left wrist and left ankle, so I had to catch up on work during
the summer holidays. When I tried to return in September, I felt exhausted, so I deferred a year.
Another year two project was based upon growing up on the edge of North Prospect, known as
Swilly. The area is being rebuilt to change the perception of the area that people saw as rough
and ready. I accessed the Plymouth Records Office and came across photographic surveys of the
area during world war 2. I playfully recreated these records, adding addresses that I played in and
around and some memories, and had them ring bound as a book. It also included floorplans of
the empty houses, which I drew whilst exploring the derelict area. I then put these floor plans onto
acrylic and lined them up in order by their house numbers. Photos were projected onto the floor
plans, to add a life to the houses that would soon be torn down by the council. This was my first
installation, and I often wonder if a bigger scale would look more effective.
Slides 13-15:
This was a socially charged project, a small group of us set up a gazebo to provide a ‘British’ cup
of tea to passers-by. The intention was to hand cups of tea out and have conversations about the
asylum crisis- especially the French situation. The free tea was meant to be ironic because none
of the tea is grown in this country. There were some interesting debates, however the sound
recordings from the day were faulty- so the only documentation of this is in a few photos that I
took before and after the morning. I went on to paint images of refugees using the left-over tea as
paint. My work was presented in my workspace for my assessment. We had ten minutes to present
the module to 2 tutors and then ten minutes of questions to answer. Very hard to sum up work
into ten minutes!
Slide 16:
I thought I would add some examples from some of my first life drawings, as this has remained a
subject matter for me in my personal times.
Slide 17-18:
I also had the chance to go to Berlin with the college, some of the art there was great- but I was
more interested in learning more about the history of Germany. The Jewish Commemoration,
the blocks each represented a certain number of Jews that lost their lives in world war 2. I was
saddened that the Jews had to pay for the stars that were enforced on them to wear.
Slide 19: I returned to leaves and decided to try painting on them to give as gifts.
Slide 20: Rosie in a knitted lamb outfit
Slide 21: Painting outside, learnt to show people my work out and about- people are interested in
what you are doing with a pad of paper.
Slide 22-23: I also used shells as a canvas
Slide 23: I can see you, but you can’t see me. This was about hiding behind a comfort blanket, and
how children believe if they shut their eyes it makes them invisible to others.
Slide 25-27 Lockdown art
Slide 28-29: I carried out 4 performances, which I called the Freedom Series. The first I was
wrapped in wire and was to cut myself free. Butterflies need to break out of their chrysalis without
help, its how they develop their strength. I wanted to show this to the public and left it to be
interpreted by people passing by, in the subway near the railway station here in Plymouth.
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Slides 30-31: My current project- fixing. Fixing a family table, Fixing a family.

If someone would have told me I would be a graduate from PCA I would have never believed
them. At many points I thought I needed to give up- but instead I would take a year of and
return with the needed enthusiasm. This year I have learnt how important it is to enjoy what you
are creating or have a personal connection to the work on some level. I still get my low days and
weeks, but it is learning how to deal with these times that has helped. At times it has meant I
have had to ask for help, but I want you to know if you chase your dreams, you can get there- and
please don’t define yourself by your labels- you are all amazing and strong individuals who fight
on every day.
Website: www.ruthnbrown.co.uk

LINK TO PRESENTATION SLIDES
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1rMSPk_5hV8SmFA0R1fjIE9yfiDB3aYbzQ3OwcEJ5r
Yo/edit?usp=sharing

Notes and reflections on my artist talk/ presentation
Slide 1: I was very nervous, which I tried to hide a bit, and made a joke about talking to a group.
My concern was that I might bore the group members, however as the presentation continued I
grew in confidence.
Slide 2: The group members had not heard of drawing from a projection, a couple of people
asked me for more details about the process and if it would be viable for them to try sometime?
Slide 3: The members said that they really related to my final submission in my first year, they
observed the busyness of the image and said that is how anxiety can be in a busy environment.
Slides 4-6: Members had not seen sewing on a leaf before, they commented on the personal
nature of my projects, asking if this helped me to grieve?
Slides 7-8: The group came and took a closer look at the slide on my laptop, they found it hard to
visualise the whole installation, so I have offered to bring my book about the work by artist
Slide 11: The audience were kind and said that they thought I should continue to do portraits. 2
group members asked if I am happy to continue modelling for them, which of course I am if it
helps enable them to engage in something artistic.
Slide 12-13: The group all knew about Northprospect and the redevelopment of this part of
Plymouth. My booklet would have been useful, but I failed to locate it for this presentation. I
think it helped when they could see more documentation of this project in the sketchbooks I
brought in for after the talk.
Slide
12 14: The art in community project was also very well received, the group wanted to know
more about what was said in conversations we started on the subject of Calais and the asylum

seekers having to stay in squalid conditions. They were amused when I explained the red tape
of health and safety affecting what was allowed, and the amount of emails and meetings I had to
organise.
Slide 17: A couple of the group members wanted to know more about the life drawing that I
regularly do on a 1:1 basis. I discussed with them about various materials I like to use, the time of
each drawing on the slide, which I couldn’t remember. They seemed pleased to be reminded that
there may be a life drawing workshop in the near future.
Slides 18-19: A group member had also been to Berlin and recognised the Jewish stars as being in
the Jewish Memorial Gallery. The group were shocked when I mentioned that they had to pay for
the compulsory stars. The group talked together about how lucky we are and we talked about the
history becoming more interesting than the art.
Slide 20: A member quickly recognised where my painting was based upon, which I took as a
compliment. Lots of questions ensued about how I preserved the leaf and applied the paint. This
would be welcomed as a workshop, so I shall add it to my list of possible activities for whom ever
wants to participate.
Slide 22: Group members are also keen to go outside to do some art, after seeing my own art in plain
air. The trip to the castle will provide such an opportunity- and in the future a couple could come
with me to the coast.
Slide 23: The group liked the use I make of natural objects as a canvas, would they be interested in
gathering their own things and painting on them?
Slide 24-25: One of the group members said she had seen my work in person at KARST. She
reminisced that it was a good hiding place at a busy exhibition. The group were keen for me to tell
them more about this blanket den, I hope they understood some of the narrative behind my work.
Slide 26: The members admired my plaster cast flower plaque, wanting to give this a go at some
point.
Slide 27: The group gathered around my laptop for a closer look at my banana painting- this raised
my self-confidence somewhat. I also realised that I had disregarded my planned notes after the first
couple of slides, it is easier than I thought to talk about projects that one has been invested in and
enjoyed.
Slides 29-30: Some had heard of performative art, whilst the process was a new concept to others.
They were very keen to learn that it was about freeing myself, some relating it to my mental health. I
said how a bird needs to crack open its own shell as that is how it becomes strong enough to survive.
Slides 31-32: I was surprised at how keen the group were for me to keep on talking. I discussed my
current project, some would like to see the work in the end of degree show, others on my laptop.
Consider:
-Light in a room
-Multi use of the space in the hall
-I was aware it may have been too long for group members, so I kept checking that they wanted me
to carry on.
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-Sketchbooks- these proved popular, especially the 2 A3 books from my time in Cognivity prior to
the degree starting.

More than a mental
health patient, my
journey through a
degree in BA (Hons)
Fine Art.
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Plan for retreat for the clients of Cognivity.
I had organised to go alone to a day of art retreast at Powderham Castel on the 22nd May 2021
to do some art and possibly enter their exhibition at the end of the month. Upon mentioning
this to the group at Cognivity, there was a strong interest in also attending. I have emailed
the organisisers, who have said that 8 people can come along, Eileen Ford and I can drive the
group up in our cars, and aim to be there from 10 am- unitl as a group we decide to end the
day. This will be a great opportunity for myself and the other artists.
If one includes trees or food in their work it may be entered into the exhibition.

Equipment provided by Cgnivity:
Rubbers, oil pastels, water containers, water colour paint sets, charcoal, pencils, pens,
sketchbooks, paper.

List for trip to Powderham Art Retreat on Saturday 29/05/2021
-£5 Petrol
-Something to sit on
-Packed lunch
-Sketchbook, if have one and we will also bring some from group resources
-Anything you have that you like to use in particular
-Charcoal, watercolours, markers etc
-Wet weather gear
- Hopefully, sun cream!
-Drink of water
Hot drinks are provided for, and a limited number of seats.
Pick up place and time: Arranging to collect from your homes, times to be confirmed with
individuals. Leaving Plymouth at 10.30 am
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Number of People Attending: 8
Location: Outside the castle, on the grounds.
Time plan: Arrive about 11.30 and find somewhere to settle as a base. Day finishes at 5, however
will need to see when members are tired and are ready to leave- so be flexible.
Aims of the day:
·
Give the attendees a fun and enjoyable day.
·
To improve the health and wellbeing of group members.
·
Reduce social isolation, especially being the weekend.
·
Improve social inclusion, feeling like part of something.
·
Improve self-esteem, confidence, and self-worth.
·
Inspire people to do more art outside, and in the first instance.
·
To make individuals feels valued and important.

Permission given by the group members to include the photos taken at the art retreat
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Reflections on trip to Powderham
Thankfully the weather was good and sunny, meaning the trip was definitely viable and could
go ahead. I made sure the group had a base, so that individuals could move freely around the
grounds- knowing where to rejoin the group members again. We sat away from the other artists
who were working in solitude and silence, which proved useful as some of the conversations
were around mental health.
I struggled sometimes as the conversations became heavy, and one of the group rules is to
not talk about how mental health conditions manifest in the individuals. I tried to sway the
conversations towards more positive points of focus, which only helped a little bit. On hindsight
I did struggle to not be dragged into some deep conversations, and its given me an important
lesson on the importance of boundaries- which need to be clear and adhered to.
Most of the attendees spent some time being creative, such as using oil pastels, watercolours on
an easel and sketching pencils. I brought a lot of materials along in a box, most of them were not
needed. However, it was good to have too many materials, as opposed to not enough. Group
members also brought along their own materials as they desired.

Tuesday 25/05/2021
Further planning for a possible date of 03/06/2021 life drawing:
Plan made with the model to include:
3 short poses 3-5 mins, this will be a good warm up situation.
A kneeling position for 5 mins
Longer pose on floor mat/ leaning face towards a wall
-30 mins Longest pose for the time available
Required for the model:
-Water to drink
-Sign for door
-Mat
-Cushions
Find out where model can get changed

Sample by Ruth Brown, A rubber used on a page covered in charcoal. Would this be practical in a
group?
20

An oil pastel drawing by a group member
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Session: Life Drawing 3/6/21
Number of People: 8
Location: Kingsman Room,
Sherwell Church.
Materials: Charcoal, rubbers, pencils, pastels, bamboo sticks, lining paper, boards
Time Plan
12.30
Set up in room and meet model
12.45
Draw without taking pencil of paper
1255
Draw with long bamboo sticks and charcoal attached
1.10
Pose thinking about shapes
1.30
Long pose, think about shapes and light/shadows
2.15
Pack up

A watercolour that I painted as an example, this was a fast five minute pose, and I was
thinking about capturing the shapes. I am not so sure that watercolours will suit every group
member, as some have never worked with these paints. It is worth considering which poses
would suit the group as well. Perhaps to start, unrevealing poses might ease group members
in gently- especially if it is their first time to participate in a life drawing group.
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Aims of the session:
·
Provide an opportunity to draw a figure from life.
·
Improve the health and wellbeing of group members by providing a safe and fun
atmosphere.
·
To reduce social isolation and improve inclusion.
·
To provide a creative outlet
·
Improve the self esteem, confidence and self-worth
·
To have fun!
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On hindsight I would have liked to have got the paper all ready cut, as this took some time to
cut enough for everyone to use. There were tables and suitable chairs- as well as some easels and
boards being provided. I could tell some of the group were apprehensive, so I reassured them
that we will not be sharing our walk today, it is just to have fun and to be reintroduced to life
drawing, and for some their first ever experience of this.
The model was prompt on arrival, and he was happy to do whatever the group required in terms
of positioning. His first pose was to show the group his back. The first activity was to draw the
model without taking your pencil or charcoal of the paper. The group were very engaged in
the activity and Eileen was happy to give a few more moments. It was explained to me that she
doesn’t like to use a timer as it makes the group feel under more pressure- the model was more
than happy to go by our own judgements and would say if he needed to move.
Secondly, the artists were to draw on their paper without looking at it, to see how taking in the
shapes of the model are important. Thirdly I attached charcoal/ coloured chalk pastel to the ends
of some bamboo- so they could draw on a bigger and freer way. One member said she would
use this as a way of creating as she loved what she had been able to produce, especially as it was
her first time to do life drawing.
During the break 3 more group members came up, they hadn’t known about the life drawing and
wanted to to be a part of the group- meeting a need to be included and valued as a member and
artist. It was also positive to have two men join the group as well. I should have double checked
that group members all knew and remembered the plans.

Photo of studio space, in a small room in the Sherwell Church.

24Art by a group member, from life drawing session.

A long 35 minute pose was the final chance to draw the model today, it was encouraging to
see the artists really becoming immersed in the creative process, there were lots of very quiet
times. Eileen had explained about proportions, with the model being 8 heads tall. I thought this
was a gentle way to introduce the teaching that Eileen will do in future workshops. It has been
arranged for Richard to come back on 8th July for another group, which I will help to set up
and down- and hopefully have a chance to learn more about drawing in the process. I found it
invaluable to collaborate with the lady who directs the Cic (Community Interest It has taught
me the importance of clear communication and to be happy to let the other person lead when
they know a lot more about the topic of life drawing than I do. I was able to do the fun things
that would warm them up to the more serious sessions. I wonder if it would work well for me to
run smaller scaled workshops with material that I know how to use more.
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Informal Critique Group
Use an image from lockdown.
Photo of my home studio/ College studios
empty

Artwork by another group member, using charcoal on a long bamboo stick

Vision
A direct consequence of the COVID virus
has been a loss of regular and informal
conversation amongst the third year
students and cohort. Normally sharing
a studio space naturally encourages the
artists to ‘bounce their ideas around’, and
to reflect upon each other’s work. Studio
space is very limited for visual artists both
locally and nationally, being in college
studios replicates what it is to have a studio
to work within.
Through the gap that has emerged in the
national state of lockdown, I grasped onto
a notion to host a fortnightly informal
critique group, to be held on alternate

Wednesday afternoons.
There is a core group that now meets online
through google meet, which feels supportive and
non judgemental. It has become a safe place to
share concerns about work and the course and
gain reassurance/ new direction for projects.
The format is to normally check in quickly with
one another, and then discuss the work that we
are applying ourselves to. The group does not
have rights or wrongs when it comes to talking
about art, in this group everything goes!
Brian O’Doherty wrote about the studio of
Francis Bacon: “The redundant mess had a
reassuring function for the artist. It was a
‘womb’ within which he could work.”

Gabriel Orozco In Conversation with
Wesley Miller 2008: “There’s one side
of me that believes, of course, in an
individual approach to things. You
have to be very individual in your take
on reality and your own community.
You have to be very aware of your
own self. But then, when you want to
communicate, you need to build up
a social engagement and your own
community.” Hoffmann, J. P60

Artwork by a group member, the artist’s first time to draw from life.
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---------------------CERTIFICATE
---------------------This is to certify that

Ruth Brown
attended the

Introduction to Art Psychotherapy
short course held on
Friday 16 October Saturday 17 October 2020
From 10.00am to 4.00pm making a total of 14 hours
at

Goldsmiths, University of London
To gain experience I shall be doing a diploma in art therapy, this will teach me the
foundations needed for a masters in art psychotherapy
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Autumn 2020
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Career Goals

Initially, I embarked upon this journey through a BA in Fine Art with my sole intention
being to study a master level degree in art psychotherapy. I was fixated on this aspiration
and didn’t realise that I am also a visual fine artist- who intends to maintain production
and projects.
lknl at South Wales University, this confirmed the structure of the
I attended an open day
course, the kind of placements involved and the independent research to be undertaken.
They were keen to enroll students who had life experience and an independent art practice,
as well as a background in care work. It is a demanding course that impacts each student
who is also expected to engage in regular art therapy whilst studying.
I went on to attend a two day course hosted online by a Professor at Goldsmith’s University,
London. This was: An introduction to Art Psychotherapy, and consolidated my own
research into the roles of the art psychotherapist and the intensity of the training.
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Online Presence
Instagram

In today’s current society presenting
work on digital platforms has become
a much needed way of sharing art
with the public, and with art dealers.
Social media is a useful way to start
networking and finding various
relevant opportunities. This spread
shows some of the posts on my
professional instagram profile. I
usually post on work for coursework,
which is obviously my main direction
in my practice. It does, however, also
give a chance to show some of my
paintings, which are a big part of my
practice.
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Facebook
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Professional Website
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SALT South West (Sexual Abuse Listening therapy). Volunteer opportunity after
degree
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Portfolio- Ruth Brown COMPETITION ENTRY: The Artists
Collecting Society Studio Prize
To introduce myself, I am a visual fine-artist, who is based in Plymouth, the South West of
England. I am currently a mature student at Plymouth College of Art, reaching the end of my
degree in Fine Art. I think that being a mature artist has resulted in myself being positive,
enthusiastic and having a committed attitude towards my art practice. I feel like I want to make
up for the years that I have not been very creative, and enjoy realising my concepts to fruition.
My art is produced from many media, dependent upon what will work best towards my various
concepts. As I have grown as an artist, I have realised that most of my art is based upon my
own life experiences, and that art offers a cathartic outlet where words become irrelevant and

Brown, R. (2020). Freedom. Smothered in clay. Dimensions: 5 ft 6 x 5 ft

Banana, Watercolours, March 2020. Dimensions: A3
Banana, Watercolours, March 2020. Dimensions: A3
Banana, Watercolours, March 2020. Dimensions: A3
I have included a watercolour picture of a banana because these paints were my first medium
to ever work with, and as my confidence has increased, so has the use of other materials been
introduced. My portfolio for my interview for a place on this degree consisted mainly of
watercolour paintings, little did I know that I would move away from painting during the degree,
and become more experimental in my approach.
Performance art became a medium that I found exhilarating and expressive, it was an adventure
to become the art in a public space. I used the local subways, near Plymouth railway station, and
was smothered in clay by another artist. The idea was to lie still for a while, almost like a living
statue- inspired by Gilbert and George. Eventually I started to move from the curled up foetal
position to standing free, wanting to represent the process of setting oneself free. I also chose
a busy day and time to perform, hoping to overcome my fears around being vulnerable in the
public domain.
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Brown, R. (2020). Freedom- from being trapped in wire. Dimensions 5ft6 x 4 ft.
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Brown, R. (2021). An example from life drawing. Size: A3

Brown, R. (2021). Documentation of Performances. Photos in a black filing cabinet.

One of my acquaintances is a life model, who has been modelling for me on a 1:1 basis, which has
been amazing for improving my drawing skills and self-confidence whilst having some fun. My
home only offers a small space and I am keen to set up groups within the local community. I would
hope to offer a unique opportunity for a minimal cost. I volunteer for a group called Cognitive, an
open art studio for artists who suffer with mental health problems. We only have use of the hall
once a week, and it’s not an appropriate place for a couple of people to do life drawing.
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I also like to paint with oils, which take a long time to dry, meaning I can often have several
canvases out at the same time- taking up any free surfaces in my house. My confidence as a painter
has really increased with practice, I am learning how to blend the paints for different effects. I
would be interested in providing 1:1 art lessons/ workshops where we can both enhance our
abilities and skills.
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Brown, R. (2021). Untitled. Oil Painting. Dimensions: 9 x 12 inches
“I can see you, but you can’t see me, was an installation crocheted for a local gallery space, for an
end of year 2 exhibition. My Gran taught me how to knit and crochet, I wanted to use the talent
that she handed down to me, and create something with her in mind. She used to make lots of
blankets, I believed that nobody could see me if I hid in amongst the blankets- despite the obvious
holes and shape! I aspired to recreate this feeling of safety for the audience to experience by having
a den/ shelter to interact with. It offered a quiet cubby hole in the busy gallery, which a few people
made use of. Some young people went to hang out in the den, I found the interactions to be
exciting. My intent for my future practice is to work on larger scales with installations, to be based
upon my own memories and life experiences.

Brown, R. (2019). I Can See You, But You Can’t See Me. Dimensions: 8 ft x 8 ft x 8 ft. Crocheted
wool and blankets.

Brown, R. (2019). View from inside of I Can See You, But You Can’t See Me. Dimensions: 8 ft x
8 ft x 8 ft. Crocheted wool and blankets.
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Collaboration with other artists: Team Work
My current project is a personal and autobiographical piece- based around a family table with a
broken leg. The table itself as an everyday object conjures many connotations, for myself memories
of sitting with my family for Sunday dinners at my Grandparents and for special occasions. My
Gran would bring out her lacey Sunday best table cloth and her special inherited Cornish crockery.
The table became like a loom, once I added wool to ‘fix’ the damaged leg- and I thought I would sew
flowers on to replicate the table cloth. However the project developed to become more about the
damage, representing damage between family members, with diseased bulges spreading over the
space- like a toxic mould.

To realise one of my art projects, for the first module of my final year, I decided to work with other
artists to reach my intentions. I was to lie on the floor in the subways that are near to Plymouth
Railway Centre and next to the City Centre. The idea was to be covered in airdrying clay, and
gradually move to sitting and standing with the ckay dripping of from me.
I needed someone to actually put the clay on me, as sell as someone to document the work in
progresss.
Aislinn Lock, a student in my cohort kindly gave her time to assist me so that I could realise my
performance art. A fine art masters photography student, Chelsea Benwell, also came to take some
great reference photos of the first event with clay.

Brown, R. (May 2021). Close Up Detail from installation, Untitled. Dimensions: 12 ft x 12 ft

Once I finish this degree, I will lose the studio space that I have had access to for the four
years. I use the studio as a Monday - Friday job. I have found I enter more of a headspace to
work and be creative once I enter the studio itself. At home there can be many distractions
and it is harder to focus, in the studio I find it easier to focus and enter what I refer to as the
zone. This is a state of mindfulness achieved by becoming immersed in the creative processes.
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Contribution to Plymouth Artists’ Together
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The above oil painting was completed to contribute to the
pioneering group that aims to share art around parts of
Plymouth, especially where graffity is commonplace. I will be
contributing more paintings to this good cause, and am proud to
be a member of this facebook group.
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14/04/2021
Initial Meeting Notes for the End Of Year Show Catalogue
Everyone will have a double page
Titles of work
Biography- deadline? Word count 200? Artist Statement needs to be written by everyone.
Front page- archive of previous work? Or self-portraits?
Theme to be considered- such as background colours- format them to the same templates.
How big should the images be?
Look at printing companies and the costs.
For me to do:
Email senior lecturer Sarah King to find out the budget
Look at UK printing companies, then choose one as a group

My contribution involved finding out a rough budget, or max budgets from the senior lecturer.
I scribed the first two meetings, and thought of questions that would need to be taken into
consideration for the planning and making stage of the catalogue. I also spent some time
sourcing printing services based in the UK, some shown below in a write up. I am an organised
planner and leader- leading with the questions to be answered, so that those making the book
would know the specifications to work with.
R Brown: Printing quotes and information

15/04/2021

Number to be printed= 50
Acorn Web are specialists in high quality catalogue printing based in the UK. We produce over
200 magazines and catalogues each month.
If you require A4 magazine printing, here at Acorn we aim to get your quote to you within 24
hours of you making an enquiry. Just give us a call on 01924 220633 or use our quote form to
see how we can benefit you.
When you choose Acorn, we have the capability to produce up to 100,000 magazines with
our state of the art equipment, all on call 24 hours a day, seven days a week. We can print A4
Magazines on Gloss, Matt, Silk & uncoated paper stocks.
https://acornweb.co.uk/catalogue-printing.html?gclid=Cj0KCQjwyNDBhCDARIsAFOELTmL04qSnUkbWNJyP-kbHReBGBWLtp7i1rD4koY6EFs9ppD3T3j7TYwa
AiliEALw_w Sales layer- 30 day free trial?
https://saleslayer.com/access-free-30-day-trial?utm_term=brochure%20printing&utm_
campaign=%5BUK%5D+Search+-+Generic&utm_source=adwords&utm_
medium=ppc&hsa_acc=3149254117&hsa_cam=11536338401&hsa_grp=119288957424&hsa_
ad=476785623813&hsa_src=g&hsa_tgt=kwd-10593141&hsa_kw=brochure%20
printing&hsa_mt=b&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_ver=3&gclid=Cj0KCQjwyN-DBhCDARIsAFOEL
TmLJqkI4z53kTuQUclulspefNE7WPirHGGcLbUUppI3GjmG4lCkjuwaAqXiEALw_wcB
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How to do want the catalogue to be bound? Perfect binding and soft covers seems to fit best,
rather than staples or spiral binding.

Swallow Tail Print. Waiting for quote back
https://www.swallowtailprint.co.uk/our-products/catalogues?gclid=Cj0KCQjwyN-DBhCDARIsAFO
ELTkJfva5uDoMVNPpCN9uDJ7cIYfctANdEj_HnLeLuCmk5Y_pOT3bwgEaAtpCEALw_wcB
Magazine or Book?
Hard back or paperback?

Instant Print:
https://www.instantprint.co.uk/booklets?ppc_keyword=&gclid=Cj0KCQjw9_mDBhCGARIsAN3Pa
FO4wLv6xYguy9dF3vZ7FFA-nzDG8Z7TRfVGlxw67ooMzN-Q0mYHDNwaAtLkEALw_wcB
They make squares, size 210mm.
Delivered in 4 working days. Accepts PDF, Photoshop, InDesign, Illustrator.
Direct Mail:
https://www.send-dm.co.uk/services/direct-mail/?ppc_keyword=catalogue%20
printing&gclid=Cj0KCQjw9_mDBhCGARIsAN3PaFMdSBfek18CLZ1XNQ3ZtR-oO2LRiAQe9VFZ
ImW3y5MStddQZ6VHaYkaAvgfEALw_wcB
www.lulu.com
Relevant produce choices:
-Print book
-Photobook
-Magazine
-Ebook, do we want this as well as a hard copy? Will budget allow it?
Ive created an account, need specifications etc. It is easy to upload a pdf type of file on the website to
build to specifications.

A list of questions that will affect the quote:
Paper weight
Number of pages
Gloss? Matt? Silk?
Binding? Perfect, staples or wire bound?
Size?
Square or rectangular?
Type of cover page? Gloss?
Magazine?
Paperweight?
Text wrapping?
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Font- Needs to be clear to read, so accessible to all, including people with dyslexia.
Name I thought of: We are HERE, linked to remaining at art college whilst the pandemic has been

Evaluation of Professional Practice Module:
As the second semester progressed, we were able to access studios again, thus see each other face
to face. The level of work increased as we progressed for the year, which meant time became a
valuable commodity. These factors meant that this group was to become much smaller as the
needs lessoned. I have learnt that it is vital to maintain contact with others, now more than ever,
which would be known in the world as networking.
Through networking I have found and made some incredible connections and opportunities,
many relevant to my longer term goals to become an art psychotherapist. I will be working for a
charity called SALT as a trainee counsellor, which will provide me with more recent and relevant
experience needed for a masters in this subject. I have and will continue to volunteer for a CIC
(Community Interest Company) that provides an opportunity to use an art studio to people who
suffer from severe mental health problems. Cognivity helps and enables individuals by building
on their self-confidence and self-esteem, leaving mental health labels outside of the group. The
group members are seen and recognised as artists in their own right, and nobody is made to feel
excluded on any level. They were extremely welcoming and were keen to know more about my
artistic journey, so I was given a 20 minute time slot in the next meeting/group. On a personal
and professional level it was useful to reflect on the last 8 years and to see what a colourful and
life changing journey it has been. The artists wanted to know more about than I had thought
they would and the presentation went on for an hour. A few of the group members gave feedback
that I provided them with hope and inspiration with my enthusiasm and motivation. I hope I
can show that in spite of health problems, one can fight and succeed.
Some group members came and attended an artist retreat day at Powderham Castle, Exeter. I
organised this as part of their art month- meaning artists could access the grounds free of charge.
The importance of clear communication was highlighted when some of the emails I received
from the organiser were a little muddled. The day seemed to provide an enriching experience,
with some producing art outside for the first time. The group were able to explore the grounds
and feel part of a bigger event, with time to relax as well as do some art.
The following week, I had the opportunity to run a life drawing workshop for Cognivity.
Through networking I knew of a life model, who kindly offered to pose for free seeing as it is a
CIC. Most of the group ended up coming along, especially when they learnt it didn’t have to be
boring or traditional.
In terms of being a curator, I haven’t had the time to invest very much in sharing my house
as a studio. I do have paintings about my home, but for this semester I have been busy and
preoccupied whilst considering how to present my final art college project. I have explored
several positions and have settled for the table being suspended. As an educator I am able to
learn from my own experiences and help to enable others to find their creativity.
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